
Collaborative reading comprehension task

Teacher's instructions

First, divide your class into 3 mixed ability groups.

Next, give each group a different text extract to read. Ask the children to discuss
their group's extract in pairs or threes. Set a sensible time limit for this, depending
on the children's reading abilities. (You could give them some questions to discuss
as a group, relating to their extract. This will ensure that everyone understands
what they have just read, before they are split into different groups.)

Now  go round the class, numbering the children from 1 - 6.

Ask all the 1s to sit togther, all the 2s etc, so you have 6 mixed groups in total.

Give every group a copy of Elise Smith's homework, a report on Stone Age
People.

Ask them to work out what parts of Elise's work are true and which details she has
got wrong.  The children must share the information they have all read in their
extracts.

Finally, take feedback as a class.
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Top Tip:

You can always turn this into a
competition by counting up how
many mistakes each team spots.

There are ten errors to find.



Stone Age people had to hunt for their food. They either killed wild animals or they had to
find plants to eat.

Another word for 'find' is 'gather'. It means to pick things up or collect them. Today we call
Stone Age people 'hunter-gatherers' because they hunted and gathered their food.

Stone Age people found  fruit, nuts and herbs to eat.
Sometimes they ate birds' eggs too. They walked a long way
to find food to eat.

Extract 1: Hunter-Gatherers

Stone Age
hunters caught
big animals like
mammoths and
reindeer as well
as smaller
creatures like
birds and fish.



Stone Age people used tools to cut up their food. The tools were made from a sharp, grey
stone called flint.

When they had chopped up their meat, they would cook it over a fire.

Extract 2: Stone Age Tools

Stone Age people used animal skins
to make clothes and they made
shelters from animal bones and
skins.

Can you see how this knife has  been
made?

This shelter is made from bones, tied
together to make its shape.

It is covered with animal skins to
keep it dry and warm.

Hunters got fish from the rivers with sharp sticks called harpoons.

Harpoons are like spears. Stone age harpoons had wooden handles and a
very sharp tip made from flint.



These shoes are made from one piece of deer skin. They are stuffed with hay (dried grass)
and moss.

Can you see how they are fastened up?

The tunic is made from two pieces of rectangle-shaped skin.

Holes are punched down the sides, then thread is passed
through the holes to join the skins together.

When people got better at using tools, they
made belts and coats and shoes.

Extract 3: Stone Age Clothes

Early Stone Age people made clothes from animal skins,
like the tunic you can see in this picture.

Stone Age people wore jewellery.

They made necklaces and bracelets from animal
bones and sea shells.

It's just like putting laces on a
pair of trainers.



Stone Age People
by

Elise Smith

Stone age people hunted animals like reindeer and
elephants.

They also caught fish using sharp, metal spears.
They collected nuts, herbs and birds' eggs too.

Today we call stone age people 'hunter-collectors'
because of the way they lived.

In the stone age, people lived in huts made from
stones. They also built shelters from animal bones
and covered the bones with plastic sheets to keep
themselves dry.

To stay warm, people made clothes
from animal skins.  They stuck the
pieces of skins together with glue
made from boiled animal bones.

Their shoes were cleverly fastened
with velcro.

To make themselves look beautiful,
stone age people wore gold rings.
They decorated them with tiny bits
of flint left over from making tools.

When stone age people  needed to cut up meat and
skins, they made knives.

The knife blades were chipped from granite rock. Then
the sharp, pointed rock was fixed to a bone handle
with strong sticky tape.
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Teacher's corrections
Stone Age People

by
Elise Smith

Stone age people hunted animals like reindeer and
elephants.

They also caught fish using sharp, metal spears.
They collected nuts, herbs and birds' eggs too.

Today we call stone age people 'hunter-collectors'
because of the way they lived.

In the stone age, people lived in huts made from
stones. They also built shelters from animal bones
and covered the bones with plastic sheets to keep
themselves dry.

To stay warm, people made clothes from animal
skins.  They stuck the pieces of skins together with
glue made from boiled animal bones.

Their shoes were cleverly fastened with velcro.

To make themselves look beautiful, stone age people
wore gold rings. They decorated them with tiny bits
of flint left over from making tools.

When stone age people  needed to cut up meat and
skins, they made knives.

The knife blades were chipped from granite rock. Then
the sharp, pointed rock was fixed to a bone handle
with strong sticky tape.


